KEEP THAT
NEW CAR FEELING
CAPPED
PRICE
SERVICE
Peace of mind with Nissan Capped Price Service
Nissan Capped Price Service gives you the confidence of knowing that your vehicle is being serviced by
factory-trained technicians using only Nissan Genuine Parts. Our current service prices are available to view
online, giving you peace of mind when servicing at any Nissan Dealership that you will know exactly how
much your Scheduled Service will cost.

Why do service costs change from service to service?
Each Scheduled Service is different, but all are equally important to make sure your Nissan keeps running
smoothly and reliably. For some Scheduled Services, additional parts have to be replaced and a longer
period of time is spent by technicians to complete the service. This means that the price of your Scheduled
Service may vary from one service to the next. Please refer to your Owner’s Handbook to discover exactly
what items are covered by your Scheduled Service. Your Service Advisor will explain which services will be
more expensive and why, but each of these Scheduled Services will come with the assurance of being able
to view the maximum cost.

Not all services are the same
Everyone drives their Nissan differently – from stop-start driving in city traffic, to driving off-road through the
bush. Therefore, service requirements may vary from driver to driver and vehicle to vehicle. If any additional
work is required (over and above the stated Scheduled Service price) your Service Advisor will seek your
approval prior to performing such additional work.

When do I need to service my Nissan?
It’s not only the distance you travel that determines when you need to have your Nissan serviced. In fact,
cars that are used for regular short trips around town are more at risk of premature engine and battery wear.
Other fluids in your car, such as brake and transmission fluids, can also deteriorate over time. So to keep your
Nissan running smoothly and reliably, make sure you follow the recommended service intervals.

Why service my Nissan at Nissan?
When you have your vehicle serviced at a Nissan Dealership, you can rest assured that your car is in the
safest of hands.
• Nissan technicians are factory-trained experts
• They use the very latest Nissan diagnostic equipment specifically designed to suit your car and are backed
by the Nissan global comprehensive technical support team
• Nissan Dealerships use only Nissan Genuine Parts which come with a 12-month/20,000km^ warranty and
are designed, tested and manufactured to the exacting standards of Nissan, so you can be sure your Nissan
remains 100% genuine
• A verified Nissan Service History will also help maximise your vehicle’s resale value

nissan.com.au
^The Genuine Parts warranty covers a period of 12 months or 20,000km from the time the part was first fitted to the vehicle in a Nissan
authorised workshop, whichever occurs first, or the balance of the Nissan New Vehicle Warranty, whichever is longer. Batteries are
covered for a period of 12 months (unlimited kilometres) whether sold over the parts counter or fitted in a Nissan authorised workshop.
NOTE: Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement
or refund for a major failure and compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the
goods repaired or replaced if goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure.

Capped Price Service

Applicable to vehicles registered
from 1 January 2018 onwards*

PATROL

Nissan Capped Price Service applies for the first six services according to your
vehicle's service schedule. To keep your Nissan running smoothly and reliably, your
vehicle must be serviced every 10,000km or 6 months, whichever occurs first.

SCHEDULED
SERVICE INTERVALS

PATROL

1st service/10,000km

$376

2nd service/20,000km

$577

3rd service/30,000km

$392

4th service/40,000km

$860

5th service/50,000km

$407

6th service/60,000km

$624

BOOK A SERVICE

BRAKE FLUID

$42
(in conjunction with
applicable service)
Brake fluid is scheduled to be
replaced every 24 months or
40,000 kilometres, whichever
occurs first.
Your Nissan Dealership
Service Advisor will make
a recommendation as to
which service this will occur
on based on your driving
patterns.

*The price applicable at the time of your Scheduled Service is the maximum you will pay; this does not prevent individual dealers from charging less than
the applicable price for any particular service. Please contact your Nissan Dealer for a service quote. Capped Price Service applies from the date the
vehicle is first registered. Excludes replacement of wear and tear items, additional maintenance for severe driving conditions and general maintenance.
Visit nissan.com.au/service for full terms, conditions and exclusions. NP2019 0001 January 2019

